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AbsIracf- The power allmation, training signal length, and 
training signal which maximize a lower bound on the capacity 
of a Rician time-varying channel are found in this paper. We 
consider the case where the channel consists of two components: 
a specular component from lie-of-sight or strong rays, and a 
time-varying diffuse component due to.a mobile meiver or 
scatterers. Trained modulation is the most common technique 
for accommodating such time-varying channels. We optimize a 
lower bound on the capacity to find the parameters mentioned 
above. Our resulls are illustrated with several numerical exam- 
ples. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Interest in time-varying multiple-antenna channels has 
increased recently, motivated by demand for high bandwidth 
mobile wireless data links. This bas prompted investigation 
of modulation techniques that can handle temporally selec- 
tive fading. Though trained modulation is not ideal for a time- 
varying channel, it is often used because of its simplicity. 
The parameters that optimize a lower bound on capacity 
for a training-based scheme have been found by Hassibi 
and Hocbwald [I]. They assume quasi-static fading, or that 
the channel coefficients are constant for a given coherence 
interval before changing to new independent values. The 
optimal training signal is found to be unitary, and the optimal 
training signal length, and training power are also found. 

Another approach for time-varying fading is to assume 
that the receiver has no knowledge of the channel. This is 
in contrast to receivers for trained modulation, for example, 
which assume that the channel is known by the receiver. 
In the case of no channel knowledge, unitary signals have 
been found to be optimal [Z]. Several signaling schemes have 
been developed using-this assumption, including differential 
space-time modulation [3], [4]. The capacity in the high-SNR 
case has been found [5] which provides insight on the work 
in [I]. Related work in [6] gives the length of training signal 
needed for a frequency selective channel. 

A different approach was taken in [9] where the time- 
autocorrelation function of the channel coefficients, and mul- 
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tiple first-order AR systems are used to model the channel. 
An effective S N R  that includes the penalty due to channel 
estimation and time variation is found. In this paper, we use 
this channel model to derive a lower hound on capacity for 
training-based systems. This bound is the extension of results 
in [I]  for a time-varying Rician channel with known autocor- 
relation function. We find the training signal length, training 
power, and training signal that maximize the bound. The next 
section presents the channel model, including a description of 
channel estimation techniques used. In Section III we derive 
the lower bound; we conclude with plots of the capacity as 
a function of the optimized parameters. 

11. CHANNEL MODEL 
In what follows, we let CN(0,l) denote a zero-mean, 

unit-variance, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian dis- 
tribution. The T x T identity matrix is indicated by IT. the 
Frobenius norm by 11 .  l l ~ ,  the expectation operator by E [ ] ,  
and the determinant by 1 .1 .  We say an IM x N matrix A has 
unit mean-square if 

E[11A11$] = E[tr ( A A H ) ]  = MA'. 

A. Fading Charinel Model 
Assume a Rat-fading communications environment with 

M transmit and N receive antennas. A complex channel 
coefficient that is assumed constant for a symbol of length T, 
describes the effect of the propagation between each pair of 
vansmit and receive antennas. These channel coefficients are 
assumed to be independent from element to element across 
the antenna array. At each receive antenna, interference and 
other disturbances add temporally and spatially independent 
noise to the signal. In this case, the channel equation can be 
written in matrix form: 

X = &SH 4. V I  (1) 

where X is a T, x N matrix of received data, S is a TB x M 
signal matrix, H is a M x N matrix of channel coefficients, 
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and V is a T. x N matrix of additive receiver noise. The 
matrices S,  H, and V all are assumed to have unit mean- 
square; the expected received SNR a1 each receive antenna 
is thus p. Though we will derive several initial results that 
do not depend on the distribution of H, the majority of Ibis 
work will assume that H has i i d .  CN(0,l) entries. 

B. Channel Estimation 

We apply this fading model to both training and data 
transmission phases, resulting in the following joint channel 
model 

where the training signal S,  has dimension T, x M and the 
data signal has dimension T d  x M. Conservation of lime and 
energy yields the following: 

T = T,+Td (3a) 
PT = PrTr + P d T d  9 (3b) 

where p, and pd are [he relative signal powers employed 
during training and data transmission, respectively-. An im- 
portant issue that we will address is the allocation of energy 
between training and data transmission. We use the parameter 
K to make the tradeoff: 

P d T d  = KPT (4a) 
p,T, = ( 1 - K ) p T .  (4b) 

The penalty due to channel estimation is also a major focus 
of this work. We consider the MMSE estimator: 

C. Specular and Diffuse Components 

ponents as follows: 
The channel will be split into specular and dil'fuse com- 

H = ,,C~H' + \/S?H', ( 5 )  

where the specular part H" is assumed to be time-invariant 
and known, while the diffuse component H' is zero-mean 
and time-varying. The specular and diffuse power are also 
often separated as follows 

P8 = (1 - B)P > PF = B P ,  (6) 

where p = pa + pd. The parameter B allows tuning between 
a fully specular (3 = 0) and diffuse (B = 1) channel. 
In practice we expect the channel IO be composed of both 
diffuse and specular components, in which case 0 c B < 1. 
For most of the paper we specify no specific distribution 
on the channel except that it be left and right rotationally 

invariant, i.e., when p(OHQ) = p ( H )  for all 0 and Q such 
that OH@ = QOK = I ,  and GXQ = OBH = I N .  

As an example of a channel that satisfies this model, 
we now describe a Rician channel with rank-one specular 
component: in this case H' is written as the outer product 
of two known unit vectors: 

H' = (7) 
where uHu = 1 and vHv = 1. The diffuse component in 
this case is composed of CN(0,l) random variables. Rank- 
one models similar to this have been used for analysis of 
capacity in 181, and analysis of time-varying channels in 19); 
this model will be assumed for the numerical examples 
concluding the paper. 

D. Eme-Var)?irtg D@se Element 
The quasi-static model of a time-varying channel assumes 

that T is the coherence length of the channel, or that the 
channel is approximately constant for T samples. In our 
model we go one step funher, by allowing the channel to 
change between the data and training phases of transmission. 
This means that T is no longer a coherence interval, but is 
still the coding interval or training period. We assume that 
the channel varies according to the following first-order auto- 
regressive (AR) or Gauss-innovations model: 

Hi = &HF i G r v d  , (8) 
where H: and Wd have the same distribution, are zero-mean, 
and have unit mean-square; we also constrain 0 5 @T 5 1. 
Under this model, Hd has the same disuibution as H,. Note 
that CIT = 1 produces a time-invariant channel, and CIT = 0 
indicates a channel with no temporal correlation. 

The parameter a~ can be chosen to match the second order 
statistics of models based on the mechanisms of physical 
propagation. Let Tf ,h( t )  denote the time autocorrelation func- 
tion of an element of €I;. Solving the Yule-Walker equations 
for OT in the first-order AR process (8) we obtain 

(9) 

which provides a reasonable choice for a T .  For example, as- 
suming Jakes' model of the land mobile fading channel [IO], 
T h h ( t )  = Jo(Z?ift), where Jo(.) i s  the zeroth-order Bessel 
function of the first kind, f = fdT. ,  f d  is the maximum 
Doppler frequency in the fading environment, and T ,  is the 
sampling period. Under this model (9) leads to 

= J o ( K T f ) 2 .  (10) 
The Gauss-innovations model is an appropriate approxima- 
tion when using decoders that depend only on a single 
reference channel (i.e., decoders that assume the channel is 
known). This fact i s  bome out by the simulation results of [9], 
where excellent agreement is obtained with data generated 
according to Jakes' model, but analyzed with the Ganss- 
innovations model. 
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111. CAPACITY 

An analysis of the capacity achievable with trained modu- 
lation over the time-varying channel described above is now 
presented. A lower bound on capacity is derived, extending 
the work of (11 to a time-vasying channel with known 
autocorrelation function. We find that while the lower bound 
is significantly different than that in [I], the parameters that 
optimize the hound are not. 

A. Capacity and Efecrive SNR 

Section U describes in detail the relationship between the 
channel seen by the received and training data: 

= / ( I  -P)$SdH'+ / M  BaTPdSdH,'+ 

/ - s d w d  + Vd . 

The difference between the estimated diffuse c?annel and 
that seen by the training data is H: = H; - H;. We can 
now separate the received signal from the effective noise: 

Xd = / - s d H b + m d e +  (11) . I 

*; 
&gSdHT + / a - s & V  M + t5 . d 1 

"1 

The variance of the effective noise term is found to depend 
on the variance of the channel estimation error: 

We also note that the variance of X ;  is 

It is useful to compare the equations for xd in (2) and (I  I ) .  
In the former the channel contains an unknown diffuse 
component, while in (11) the channel components H c  and 
H: are completely known. Theorem 1 from [ I ]  provides a 
means to bound the capacity for this training based scheme. 
It indicates that the capacity for a training based system with 
known channel that is rotationally invariant is lower bounded 
by a system with i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise. We can 
then write 

where H has as specular components H a  and diffuse com- 
ponent HF3 with specular parameter 

and effective SNR 

P d ( 1  - 8)  P d ' d o &  

1 + p d 8 ( 1  - a)  + pda8U2- 
(15) 

The remainder of this section will focus on maximizing this 
lower hound. 

Inspection of (14) reveals that the only place that the signal 
enters the equation is through the effective SNR term. Thus 
to maximize the lower hound on capacity, we need only 
maximize pee. From the characteristics of our estimator, we 
know that 

' Pen = 
H: 

- 1-02- n: - H ;  ' 

This allows a different form for pen: 

Thus, minimizing U'- also maximizes (14); this problem has 
already been solved in [ I ]  where the optimal training signal 
is found to satisfy 

H: 

SFS, = TTI.u . (17) 

We will assume unitary training signals throughout the 
remainder of this work; in this case we write 

In addition, the new beta value becomes 

We now tum our attention to optimizing the power al- 
location. Allocating more power to training means a better 
channel estimate, but less power available for data transmis- 
sion. 

Theorem 1 (Optimal Power AllocarionJ: Given the chan- 
nel model of Section 11 and unitary training signals, the 
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optimal power allocation for space-time modulation is K = 
min(1, k) ,  where 

- i- for T~ > O M  

i t={  Ym:pl f o r T p = a M  , 
x+-Th for TB <ah4 

(22) 
T ,  = Td(1 - B +Ob), and 

(23) 

Substituting the power allocation into (19) and (21) gives the 
effective S N R  and effective ,E values, respectively. 

Pmof: The power allocation enters into the capacity 
bound (14) only through the effective SNR term. Maximiz- 
ing (19) with respect to E,  the desired result is obtained. 

m 
When n = 1, all power is allocated to data transmission, 

and no power to training. In this case, the training length 
T, is set to 0, the effective specular parameter (3,s = 0 and 
transmission occurs only over the specular component of the 
channel. 

At extreme SNR the power allocation and effective S N R  
simplify considerably: at high SNR y = Tp/(Ta - a M ) ,  
while at low S N R  

MTp 
pTB(Tp - ffM) ’ Y =  

which lead to the following result. 

fective SNR become 
Corollary 1: At high SNR, the power allocation and ef- 

while the the effective power and specular parameter are 

At low SNR all power is allocated to data transmission (K = 
-1) and the effective S N R  and specular parameter are 

P c f f  = P(1  - 8)  ,17.ff = 0 . (26) 
The best training interval T, is not obvious. Longer 

intervals result in higher effective S N R  values, while shorter 
intervals leave more time for data transmission. Note that T, 
must be at least M in order to obtain a channel estimate. 

Theorem 2 (Optimal Training Interval): Assume unitary 
training signals, optimal power allocation, and TB = cuM 
or asymptotic SNR approximations from Corollary I.  The 
best training interval is T, = M, except when n = 0, in 
which case the best training length is T, = 0’. 

‘The same result appears to hold for Td > M and T d  < M I any SNR, 
except for when 0 is small. in which case no miming should be used. 

Pmof: Let Q = min(M,N) and X be an arbitrary 
eigenvalue of the matrix 9. Then the hound (14) can be 
expressed as 

(27) 
QTd A 

We will find the Td that will maximize Ct, and use that result 
to determine the best training data length. The derivative of 
Ct with respect to T d  is 

c, <_ TElog,( l  + peffX) = ct . 

Assuming To = a M ,  or asymptotic SNR approximations 
from Corollary 1 we obtain 

This means that 

and making Td as large as possible, or T, as small as possible 
(T, = M or T, = O), maximizes the lower bound C,. 

The model presented in Section U allows the determina- 
tion of the best training frequency which depends on the 
power, number of transmit antennas, specular parameter, and 
autocorrelation function of the channel coefficients: 

T 
T=argmax- 

T 

Because of the nature of the autocorrelation function and 
the “log-det” capacity expression, a closed form solution for 
T is difficult to obtain. Using a high-SNR approximation 
for the capacity, values for f can be found in the Rayleigh 
case [ l l l ,  but no similar approximation is currently available 
for the general Rician channel. We present simulation results 
in the next section using Monte-Carlo evaluation of (31). 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Numerical results are now presented with comparisons to 

the analysis above. Each simulation point in the following 
plots is the result of a Monte-Carlo evaluation of (14) with 
200 channel matrices. Figure 1 shows capacity as a function 
of power allocation factor n for p = 20dB SNR, M = N = 2 
antennas, training interval of T, = 2, normalized Doppler 
frequency f = 0.003 and specular parameter p = 0.4. The 
maximum predicted by analysis is IC = .74 for T = 18, which 
agrees well with simulation. The capacity for a system with 
perfect channel state information at the receiver (CSIR) is 
also shown. 

Using the optimal power allocation, p = 2OdB SNR, N = 
M = 2 antennas, normalized Doppler frequency f = 0.003, 
training frequency T = 18, and specular parameter p = 0.4, 
the capacity as a function of the training length is shown in 
Figure 2. Analysis predicts that the best T, to use is 2. which 
is indeed the maximum found by Monte-Carlo simulation. 
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Fig. 1. Allocation of power between trabh~ and communication. 

41 I 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig. 2. The bear training lengrh. 

Capacity as a function of the coding interval T is shown 
in the inset of Figure 3. The optimal power allocation, N = 
M = 2 antennas, training interval of T, = M, normalized 
Doppler frequency f = 0.003 and specular parameter B = 
0.5 were used. The maximum is at T sz 16. Monte Carlo 
evaluation of (31) in a similar manner was used to find the 
best T for various values of 8. These values are used in 
Figure 3 to plot the caeacity as a function of p with the 
best training frequency T, as well as with T = 13, which is 
the best training frequency for B = 1. Further research will 
investigate a reasonable choice for a training frequency to 
be used at all specular values. An initial choice will be the 
T for a Rayleigh channel, since there does not seem to be 
much penalty for using it at all specular values, as illustrated 
in the figure. 

a 

7.5 

7 
0.2 0.4 0.8 1 

Fig. 3. Best Uaining period. 
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